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NEW MONTHLY NEWSLETTER
AN INFORMATIVE TOOL
Each month, VENTILEX USA INC. will be
sending out a newsletter informing our
customers about spare parts and
maintenance. A spares spotlight will also
highlight one particular part for each
issue.
“Hey Santa...My VENTILEX Dryer
system has a wish list too!”
As we are reaching the end of 2008,
what plagues most of our thoughts during
this yearly home stretch? Like a lot of us,

temperature probe, or flexible connection.
However, that spot on the maintenance
shelf is empty. There’s no need to go
through that. Just give VENTILEX a call or
email now.

budget planning for 2009, along with
squeezing in those last minute purchases to
get the most out of the remnants of the
2008 budget.
What better way of filling your
VENTILEX’S wish list, while taking care of
that last minute budget, than making sure
your shelves are lined with extras of those

As we go forward with the holiday
season, don’t disappoint your VENTILEX
System. When you have those extra spares
that would normally keep your production
from coming to a halt, you can sleep easy
knowing that all those deadlines are kept.
Avoid those costly overnight shipping
charges by having critical spare parts on

critical spare parts. You know, the ones that
give our production managers such a
headache! We all know that feeling when
your dryer system tells you it is in need of
certain maintenance, you may reach for that
spare part. OH NO! I need an extra

the shelf. Call or email now to put in your
order to replenish your spares compliment.
Call our offices at (513) 874-4451 and our
spare parts specialist will get your order
processed before the end of the year.

PT100 Temperature Probe
One of the most common problems to
dryer system issues can be traced to a
faulty temperature probe. Make sure you
have a few on hand at all times.

